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Board of Governors pproves $15 Million
Capital· Improvements Request for ITCC-N
11

ITCC-N's capital improvement
request for $15,050.000 was approved by the Board of Governors
of State Coll~ges and Universities,
at a meeting in Macomb, Illinois,
Monday, June 20, 1966.
Tentative construction plans for
ITCC-N include a Science Building, a Classroom Building, a new
library, a Physical Education complex, an Art Building, and an extension of the present power plant.
Tentative remodeling plans include air-conditioning (A-wing, the
Little Theater, and the finished
basement area); the installation of
a 36-station language laboratory in
Rooms A-129-131; and an addition
to the power plant to provide adequate capacity for the new buildings,
The .proposed' Science Building
would include lecture halls, laboratories, classrooms, storage and
preparation rooms and offices.
Part of the building would be used
temporarily for general classroom
purposes with priority given to
mathematics c I a s s e s. Present
thinking calls for one floor bel w

I

Dr. Harold E. Berlinger, Dean
Karl H. Dannenfeldt and Mrs.
Clarice Hallberg shewn at tea

Curriculum Consultant
Visits ITCC-N
Dean Karl H. Dannenfeldt of
Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona, visited ITCC-N Thursday
and Friday, June 16, and 17. Dean
Dannenfeldt who is Curriculum
Consultant from North Central Association conferred with and advised the Curriculum Council and
other groups with regard to the re·

Mrs. Brandzel
Attends White
House Tea
Mrs. Rose C. Brandzel,. Associate Professor of Sociology at Illinois Teachers College ChicagoNorth, 5500 N. St. Louis Avenue, at
the invitation of President Johnson , attended a reception in the
White House Rose Garden on Tuesday, June 28.
The invitation came in recognition of Mrs. Brandzel's activity on
the Illinois State Commission on
the Status of Women. Mrs. Brandzel has been working with State
Representative Esther Saperstein
on Commission activities in the
Chicago area . They went to Washington on June 28 and 29 to participate in a workshop for representatives of the various state
commissions on the status of women. Mrs. Brandzel's activities in
the Chicago area are specifically in
connection with the opening up of
new opportunities for education for
local women.
Illinois Teachers College ChicagoNorth is interested in helping
young people and adults from disadvantaged groups to complete
their college and professional education and Professor Brandzel is
now working on a pilot plan to explore further possibilities for doing
this .
Mrs. Brandzel. a native Chicagoan. attended local schools and

grade and two abo\'e. Tentative
completion set for June 1969.
The proposed Classroom Building would provide general classrooms and lecture rooms, plus (acuity offices. This Classroom Building would allow for specialized facilities such as map rooms for
geography, history and political
science, a child study clinic and
psychology of learning center, listening rooms for music, speech and
literature; a speech therapy room
and a seminar and material preparation room for student tear.hers.
The building would be two stories
plus a basement. Tentative completion, August 1969.
In addition to tentative construction plans and tentative remodeling plans, ITCC-N's capital improvement request includes plans
for Land and Building Acquisition.
The proposed acquisition of Parental School Tract, an area of
slightly more than 39 acres located
immediately south of the present
campus, would provide land to be
used for the new library, the creative arts complex , physical educa-

lion facilities and new classroom
buildings . It would also prodde additional parking areas and access
lo them from three directions. The
Board of Governors has appointed
a three-man committee to negotiate with the Chicago Board of Education for the Parental School
properly.
The Land and Building Acquisition would also include the purchase and rehabilitat.ion of the
Abraham Lincoln Center now located at 700 Oakwood Blvd .. Chicago. Built in 1906 (Architect.
Frank Lloyd Wright), the Abraham
Lincoln Center w '> u I d provide
ITCC-N with an ipner City Center
with a laboratory for educational
research and demonstra tion, as
well as an action center for urban
projects of wide scope.
given in Dean Dannenfeldt's
Dr. Frederick McKelvey, execuhonor, June 16, in Faculty Din·
tive officer of the Board of Govering Room.
nors, has remarked, "The capital
improvement program is designed
to meet expected student growth
in the upper undergraduate and
graduate levels at the six schools
. . . and is a fair and realistic assessment of our needs." The six
organization of the curriculum and
schools are: Teachers Colleges,
0
the initiating of new programs.
North and South, Northern Illinois
(DeKalb), Western Illinois (Ma'Qle Curriculum Council, under
comb) Eastern Illinois (Charlethe chairmanship of Dr. Edris
ston) ~nd Illinois State University
Frederick, plans to present a rein Normal.
vised core curriculum to the FacIJlinois
Teachers
College
Chicamentary
teachers
were
ranked
in
A site-committee is studying
ulty Senate in the very near fugo-North, 5500 N. St. Louis Avenue, order of the number of graduates several locations for a new Teachture.
r anked 19th among the colleges who were certified to teach in the ers College South Campus. The
and universities of the nation . in elementary grades. The numbers present building at 6800 S. Stewreceived her degrees from the the production of elementary ranged from 1,361 (San Jose State art, erected at the turn of the cenUniversity . of Chicago. She has school teachers during 1965. Ac- Coilege, California) down to 274 tury, has been plagued with antiworked in schools and social agen- cording to a report just released (Jersey City State College, New quated classrooms. The proposed
cies in Chicago, with particular by the American Association of Jersey; and the University of campus would include education,
emphasis on the problems of pov- Colleges for Teacher Education, Arizona).
science, classroom buildings, a
erty. She has been on the faculty of ITCC-N produced 409 teachers for
The 409 elementary school teach- gymnasium, an administrative
Illinois Teachers College Chicago- elementary school work during the ers certified by ITCC-N are now headquarters, a library and a
North for the past four years dur- past year.
teaching in elementary schools in heating plant.
ing which time she has served as
The fifty top producers of ele- Chicago and its suburbs.
The capital improvement proAssociate Professor of Sociology 1-----..:..--=---=----------- - - - - - - - - - - - i gram covering funds for all six
in charge of the community action
colleges must be submitted to the
programs of the College in innerBoard of Higher Education for apcity areas. She is also coordinator
proval, and then to the Illinois
of Federal Work-Study Programs
O ICY
General Assembly for final apthrough which students are given
proval and funds .
Dr. Robert J. Goldberg, Dean of agencies and leaders of American
an opportunity to earn money to
pay tuition and other expenses of Faculties at Illinois Teachers Col- education was likewise be included
college through work programs lege Chicago-North, attended, on during the two-day conference.
which fit in with class and study invitation of Secretary of State
Dr. Goldberg has been Dean of
schedules. Mrs. Brandzel has been Dean Rusk,
national Foreign Faculties at ITCC-N since 1963.
serving as consultant on both city Policy Conference for Educators, Prior to that time he was Dean of
and federal community programs. to be held at the State Department the Graduate School and earlier
in Washington, June 16 and 17, Chairman of the college's Science
1966.
Division, in which he was a prn-.
The conference will highlight fessor of Biology. A native of
Are you a gourmet? Do you like
current foreign policy issues and Colorado, he received his bachelprovide a forum for discussion of or's degree from the University of to try out new recipes? Do yo u like
to collect cookbooks? Then you will
Dr. Roger H. Char lier, Profes- world affairs with high ranking of- Illinois and did graduate work at
be inte_rested in Our International
sor of Geology, Geography, and ficers of the State Department. A the University of Chicago, earning
Cookbook. Here's an opportunity to
Oceanography at Illinois Teachers discussion of the vital role of edu- his Ph.D. at Illinois Institute of
find out the secret recipes of many
College Chicago-North, presented cation in international relations Technology.
of our faculty members . The cooka paper at the 2nd International ~'.:.:.w::it.:.:h_o:::'.f::f1:.:
· c:::ia::l:::s_:o:::.:f:....:.o:::th.:.:e:.:.r_g~o:..\:.:'e:rn=m::e::n::t.r--- - - - - - - - - - - - book has been compiled by the facOceanographic Congress being held
ber, class will meet for two hours uity wives of ITCC-N. It contains
in Moscow, May 25 to June 15.
a week, one of which will be with ;'the secret and old famil y recipes
:J'

ITCC-N Rar. k 19th
In Production of·
Elem. School Teachers

Dr. Golberg at
F . p /" C f
ore,gn
on erence

1---------------

Faculty Wives
Create Cook Book

a

Proceeds Go to
Scholarship Fund

Dr. Charlier
Visits Moscow

More than 2,500 scientists from
all over the world attended the
Congress . Dr. Charlier is the only
:Chicagoan who was invited to present a paper. The subject of his
presentation is " Present Trends
and Growth of Oceanography in
the United States ...

Group Dynamics
Course Offered

'· Group Dynamics," an accredited course carrying three academic hours . will be offered beginning
June 30. Class meets one hour a
week for eight weeks. In SepteI?•

the Freshmen. (Students taking the
course will be registered for the
three hours at this time.) Prerequisites: Student must be in 3rd
to 7th trimester and not be on probation. The course also requires
the consent of the instructor, Mrs.
Zimmerman.

from the four corners of the
earth."
The cook book , which costs Sl.50,
may be purchased in Dr. Goldberg's office. The proceeds from
the sales of these books will go into a fund for scholarships for
lTCC-N students.

Thursday, June 30, 1966
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ITCC-N Faculty
Had a Busy Spring

ITCC-N Graduate
Featured in
Sun-Times

If you have ever had trouble finding one of the faculty members
you may wonder why they are often hard to locate. Many of our faculty are busy with varied activities. They do more than just teachthey are active in, local, national and international functions.
Their activities make an impressive list-and it only covers the
last 3 months!

Miss Rose Marie Carone, who
graduated from Illinois Teachers
College Chicago-North in April
was featured in an article in the
June 5. 1966 issue of :.\lidwest, · a
Sunday supplement of the Chicago
Sun-Times.
The article, featuring graduates
of Chicago area colleges, included
a front-page color picture of the
graduates . Miss Carone was secretary and member of the Student
Senate at our school.

Meetings attended:

Mrs. Ellison, Mr. Seigel, and Mrs. Kotler, of the staff of American
English and Linguistic attended a conference of language component
teachers at NDEA Institutes, held at the Center of Applied Linguistics
in Washington, D. C., April 28-30.
Dr. Quinn attended a meeting of the University Extension Committee at Illinois State University, Normal, on May 17.
On June 15, President Sachs attended his first meeting as a member of the Board of Directors of the Citizens Schools Committee of Chicago. During the week of June 19-25 he was in Princeton, New Jersey,
participating in the American Council of Education's Institute for new
college presidents.
Dean Goldberg attended on invitation nf Secretary of State Dean
Rusk. a national Foreign Policy Conference of Educators, being held
at the State Department in Washington, June 16-17.
Workshop and Conference Participation

Miss Meyer presented a demonstration on the use of Physical Education apparatus to the Midwest Montessori Teachers Clinic on May 13.
· Dr. Saporta conducted a three-day Human Relations Training Laboratory for Plant Managers and Supervisors for the Institute of Labor
and Industrial Relations of the University of Illinois in Urbana, May
22-25 · on J une 7 and 8 he presented a paper and conducted a series of
dem~nstrations on Grou~ Dynamics and Interpersonal Relations for
the Illinois Department of Mental Health's Annual Activity Therapy
Institute in Jacksonville; on June 13 ancf 14 he presented a series of
lecture-demonstrations on Sensitivity Training at a workshop in Arlington Heights for the Elk Grove Township School Administrators ;
and on June 24 he conducted a one-day Group Process Workshop for the
Superintendent and the Executive and Training Committees of East
Moline State Hospital. ·
Dean Goldberg and Mrs. Duffie were at Northern Illinois University on Monday, June 13, participating in a planning session for, next
year's issues of the quarterly, Education Today. This is the first time
our college has been invited to assist in the preparation of this publication which is a joint effort of the institutions under our Board of
Governors.
Mrs. Hallberg and Dr. Verbillion are attending the Institute on Creative Problem Solving at the State University of New York at Buffalo
from June 26 to July 1.
Mr . William Schutt, a new member of the Music Staff, is one of
just six selected from all over the countr_y to participate during the
month of July, in a chamber Music Workshop under the direction of
Isaac Stern, violinist; Leonard Rose, Cellist; and Eugene Istomon,
pianist.

Interested - spectators

at

Old Town Art Festival.

In and Out ... Around
And About Chicago
· by Fredene Pechia

June 11 and 12, saw the second Rene Magritte , Art of Living
in a large number of art fairs take hibition .
place in the Chicago area.

GRANT PARK CONCERT: preThat well known institution. The sented by the Grant Park SymOld Town Art Fair, gathered art- phony Orchestra, Wed ., Fri., S a t . , - - - - - - - - - - - - ists from the Chicagoland region and Sun., at 8 p. m. Opens June 24. Irving Park and Mannheim Road.
Every Friday and Saturday night.
and from the midwest.
HARNESS RACING : Sportsman's
GOLF: Western Open Tournament,
Exhibits ranged from p~inting, Park, 3301 S. Cicero, nightly ex- Medinah Country Club, June 23-26.
to sculpturing (in clay, wood and cept Sun., 8:40 p. m.
THE MITCHELL TRIO : at Mother
metal) , collage, photogr.aphy, anr\ AUTO RACING: O'Hare Stadium, Blues, 1305 N. Wells.
3D constructions.
·
TONY BENNETT, WOODY HERMAN: Arie Crown Theater, McThe fair allowed the spectators
Cormick Place. June 25 and 2i,
a chance to rub elbows with those
.1.-_.:;_
8:30
p._
m . _ _ _ _ _ __ /
members of the art community
and also to purchase works of art,
either from the artists themselves
or from the auction that was held
each day.

Pat's Points

In addition to the fairs that are
being presented in the area. numerous other events of importance
are taking· place.
ART

INSTITUTE:

A Poet

Speaks

paintings by

Speeches and Papers Delivered

Dr. Itkin presented a paper on the " Implications of Psychologists"
at a symposium at the annual convention of the American Association
of Mental Deficiency at the Sherman House on May 13.
Dr. Beaver lectured on supra-segmental phonemes and the re~ding
of poetry before the English teachers of the three Niles Township High
Schools, May 23, 24, and 25.
Dr. Charlier presented a paper on "Present Trends and Growth
of Oceanography in the United States" at the .md International Oceanography Congress held in Moscow, May 25 to June 15.
Publications

While in Moscow earlier tl1is month, Dr. Charlier prepared articles
for publication in the Chicago. Daily News, the first of which "A Wave
of Ocean Study" was featured in the Newscope-Science section June 14.
Miss Meyer has been askM to write an article on "Gymnastics
for the Elementary School" for the Division of Girls and Womens'
Sports guidebook which is distributed at the National level of the
American Association For Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Book . Reviews
On May 8, Mrs. Black reviewed The Marked One by Jacob Picard

for the adult education group at Beth Emet Synagogue in Evanston.
On May 25, she reviewed The Rabbi by Noah Gordon for the Golda
Meir chapter of the American Jewish Congress.
Honors

Dr. Etten has recently oeen elected a member of the Executive
Council of the Illinois Association of Student Teaching.
Dr. Berlinger was a judge for the All-City High School Piano Contest held in May.

The Art Wing may be a liittle

off the beaten-path, but it will
be well worth your time to oc·

casionally wander 0·1er there
to notice the many colorful and
interesting student creations.

New Faculty
Joins ITCC-N
Music Dept. and
Science Dept.
Add . Faculty
September will bring Mr. Willis
Charkovsky of Chicago, Illinois,
who attended De Paul University
and Chicago Music College, later
getting his degree in music from
Northwestern University. Our new
assistant professor oi> music is a
member of Pi Kappa Lambda.
Among his publications are "Winter Moon for Piano Solo," "Tour
for Two," "Pentatonic Clock for
Percussion." His current project
is on Prokofieff. He is a member
of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
and a founder of the Chicago
Chapter of the National Assn . of
Recording Arts and Sciences.

by Pat Brieschke

THE SILENT WALK
I will long remember the silent walk to death.
I believed with this naive being that man could _stand
Tall, _alone, without a crutch.
I looked around and saw him fallAnd sink-and not get up.
I choked and hurt.
I believed that nations could walk together lovingly,
And longed to see my country kiss.
I looked around and saw a scowl
And war-charmed sun.
I knew real pain.
I believed that ghettos could be driven back,
That all people could be happy.
I looked around and saw an unlovable man
And ghettos everywhere.
I ached and cried.
I believed that life was beautiful,
Man was good, and pain was not too bad.
I looked around and saw ugliness
And a bad man.
I was flogged with suffering.
I looked for something to believe that would not change,
Something constant and stable.
I looked around and saw a tree, a big steady tree.
Ah! I put my back to its bark
And was confiident.
I was confident he would not deceive me.
His roots were deep and could not be destroyed.
I was at peace.
Quiet ·
Alone with my tree.

An associate professor of Earth
Science, Dr. Albert Forslev, has
attended the University of Illinois
and attained his Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago. His travels
include Canada and Mexico. He is
a member of Sigma Xi and has
been awarded the Rollin R. Salis"bury Scholarship of . the University
of Chicago. His publications include "From Outer Space?-Origin
Today I went to sit with my constant tree,
of Tektites A Mystery." Among
'.fo be comforted and to believe.
others, " Nature's Secret Source of
U. S. Diamonds." His current reBut lightning had visited him before me,
search includes the application of
And now I stare, at war,
nuclear spectroscopy to forensic
With my dead unconstant stump.
science. He is also a member of
the American Association for the editors note: Pat Brieschke. a regular columnist for 011r paper is real!')'
1 her poetr1 we asked her Jo
Adrnncement of Science, among .i poet 111 d1sgmse. After readin ~
others.
,ha" mm, of h"
"adm.

"7

:'
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Here's My
Favorite Story
What's Yours?

· Editorially Speaking

To Cheat or Not
to Cheat .

One morning, an Oriental servant went to the market-place.
There , he met Death, who looked
at him strangely. Alarmed, the
servant rushed back to his master.
"Master," pleaded the servant,
"today while in the market-place
I met Death, and Death looked at
me strangely. Please give me
money and allow me to flee to
Samarrah where I have friends so
I may stay for a while." The master gave his servant money and
permission to flee to Samarrah.
Later in the day, the master him-

• •

In the past few weeks, since our editorial on a Honor Code or Systern we have talked with students and faculty about this idea. Reaction 'have been varied. While some like the idea, many expressed concern over the much publicized recent failures of an honor code at other
schools. (The Air Foree Academy and West Point are two good exampies.)
Like anything else it is the scandals that sell newspapers. Honest
students don't make good headlines. It is our contention that the honor
system can and does work in more school~an_it has- ever-failed in.
We just don't hear much about-them- if--"ln ey are effective. So it is only
natural that we think aboutthose codes we hear the most about-the
ones---1hat fail.
We can't ignore the failures. Why they failed must be taken into
consideration. There are valuable lessons to be learned from them. An
honor 'system can't work unles" certam· condit1·ons are met.
u

If students look at exams with the attitude, "beat the system;'' if
the faculty members expect students to cheat·, if everyone considers
exams a big game not played according to Hoyle, then an honor systern will not work at ITCC-N. It would only be a waste of time.
The key to an effective honor system is attitude. If you know that
cheating occurs during an exam, what will you do about it? What have
you done about it in the past?

M Do h p
o K I
H.rsDan::~f:ldt~r~' Ed;i:nFrea~erick and Dr. Jerome Sachs
discuss curriculum while en·

self visited the market-place and
th ere he met Death. Said the mas· ·
I
f
t ter to Death, "Why did you look
~::'":iv:: ~::a~e::er;:;e~" strangely at m y servant this
feldt June 16 _
morning?" Death answered, "I
looked strangely at your servant
because I was surprised to see
him here. I have an appointment
to meet him this evening in Samarrah ."

1-------------------------------t

Politickin'

A Few Independent Thinkers

rect way. This just goes to show
that one voice still has power as
This is a quandary that faces many of us. Cheating is wrong. It is
by Al Gagnon
long as its in the right.
unfair to those students who work hard and don't earn as good grades
as they have deserved. Yet the old bugaboo about tattling keeps us
The first engagement between can be said was that this play
Under new business the senate
from saying anything. Cheating is wrong; tattling is wrong; what does the forces of the S. E. P . and the wasn't really coordinated and once
heard from Burt Bialik who dea student do?
A. V. took place this June 14. It again proves that some people
sired support for his idea that the
ended in a draw because Action- have to have their own way even
faculty
council hold an open hearUnder an honor system this is a problem that doesn't exist. An ef- Voice did not press its numerical if it means disrupting government
fective honor system works because students accept the basic idea advantage. This once again proved action. Luckily he acted indepen- ing to see if it would be possible
for those who desire to switch
that you must not ignore cheating. When you sign an honor pledge, you the ability of the senate to unite dently - and all alone.
from the present curriculum to the
pledge not only to not cheat-you promise to report any cheating, This in a crisis rather than allow petty
After the appointments were new one if they so tlesired.
is not tattling. The students agree that cheating is not right and that squabbling to cause inaction. The
to see cheating occur and not report it is just another form of cheat- situation ran thusly: A motion was made there followed one of the
Senatoress 1''riedlander pointed
ing. Reporting a case of cheating is the only thing to do.
entertained to appoint the follow- most unusual bits of politickin' I've out that only those on the Facultywitnessed. If it wasn't for Senator
This is the only attitude that students can have if we want an ing named students to the student Steve Green some of the senators Curriculum council could go to~
honor code to work . It means that students will have to take a larg~ senate: Nor~ McGuff (S. E . P.), would have nominated themselves their meetings and that as sucn
responsibility on themselves to police themselves. It also will require ~~~on
~ne~te to more committees then they she would be happy to take his request to the council.
cooperation from our faculty. They have to trust us. Both students and St iz~e
· (A· V ·)' ;::
a~~ce could honestly devote time to.
faculty have to stop thinking that students will cheat. Give us a chance
ans errt~ d. b · · t e hmAo iovn
The senate closed the n-.~.-~."-~.,,l'!-• i!!!:::~:::::11!!!
and
won't
was ques 1one y a s aunc
. .
The nominations for committees this note.
we
·
senator known for his bulldog ten- began when several senators nomOn the whole, this meeting
An effective honor code system would give us many advantages. acity in getting things done for his inated themselves. President WisExams could serve the purpose they really are designed for. They cause. He suggested rather that linski - sweet lady that she is - showed that Action-Voice still has
could become an educative process. Studen'ts could hold their heads the nominated should have shoWJJ okayed this because she reasoned a few independent thinkers in its
up high for being honest instead of fearing the name of tattler. Stu- more interest in their nominations that this was one way to get peo- party as well as dedicated students
dents and faculty could, concentrate mere time on the real reason for by being at the meeting. He said ple who were really interested in who are for the school and not just
c;>Ur school~ducating and intellectual growth.
that since only one of the nominees certain committees on those com- for a party. This meeting once
v. L. was present only she a member of mittees. Steve Green said that this again reenforces the idea that the
- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l A. V.) should be nominated.
was illegal. He went on to argue present S. E . P . officers seem to
be ready to agree to whatever the
From where I sat it looked like that if a senator did not want to
A. V. wish as long as Actiona power play to get one more A. V. be on a committee he could turn
Voice
doesn't force them to
voice in the senate without risking down the nomination. He was
think. Even to the extent of alienIt's always been considered part of the "ritual" that college stu- an equal vote for s. E . P. It would largely ignored.
dents be critical of their institutions. Since the majority of colleges have worked too, if sanity had not
When this failed Senator Green ating their member in the senate.
and universities are of the "dorm" type, the bulk of criticism is tra- prevailed. This counter move was called for a quorum. Since there (Of course the S. E. P . number of
ditionally centered on the "horrible food" issue. On the other hand, defeated largely due to lack of the were less than two thirds of the senators is down to five; which
commuter cl.,lleges such as ITCC-N do not present such a target, so rest of A. v. giving it any support. senators present this was a death isn't impressive for so popular a
other aspects of college curriculUJn must bear a greater brunt of stu- This was a good play. The only knell to any further business. candidate or so popular a party.
dent criticism. These prime targets may vacillate from area to area- trouble was that this was not the However, the president then said Perhaps it is time to abandon
according to the season or what's faddish for the moment. However, time to be petty and choose only to her senator that the business one's own and support the power
by and large here at ITCC-N we hear criticism about the content, one senator when five were need- would still continue and that she group. After all, which is better,
value, relevancy and practical use of courses offered.
ed to fill all the standing commit- would have it ratified at the next taking orders or trying for a comSenate meeting. (Doesn't th at promise?) I only hope there are
Perhaps before we start jumping up and down and screaming, we tees.
more Senator Green's around. And
might take note of incidents going on quietly' as part oi standard proThere is no reason to believe sound like honest dealings with the on that note I leave you.
cedure, the result of imaginative faculty who do recognize the impor- that A. V. was afraid to test its Rules .of Order?) . .. However, at
this time the senators decided to . , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - tance of bringing daily living into the classroom.
strength. They know they have
( OrreCt jO n
enough power to run the senate play the game the correct way;
One such incident occurred May 27, when two former ITCC-N more or less as they please. The namely to have others nominate
In the last issue we misspelled
graduates currently teaching in Chicago elementary schools were balance of power stands as 11 A. V. those other than themselves for pothe
name of a new faculty me_m 7
guest speakers in Dr. Stevens' Curriculum Section. Speaking of a par- senators, 2 P. 0. S., 1 independent, sitions and Senator Green withdrew
ber.
The correct spelling is Ted R.
ticular course of study, one of the teachers said "I cidn't learn a and only 5 S. E. P. senators. Even his call for quorum and the faculthing." Another bombshell came about in answer t~ questions from the one less adept at math than I can ty committees were filled the cor- Charanian.
floor-of the type-"what do you do if ... " When one of the teachers see who holds the senate. AU t h a t , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - explained a pedagogic maneuver, a faculty member voiced loud and 1-----------------t
clear, " I don't agree with that!" The teacher continued, "I know you
THE!)~
Letter to the Editors
don't, but it works!"
I would like to congratulate Mr.
These two particular comments stand out among many others in Gagnon on a very well written obILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTB)
MEMBER
the hour-long panel discussion. They speak loudly of the philosophy of
jective article "RESULTS OF Vol. 15. - No. 5
Thursday,
June
30,
1966
an institution (to say nothing of our intrepid teachers) that allows
speakers to appear before audiences, unrehearsed and uncensored. ELECTION ANNOUNCED." The
editors are to be commended for The Interim is published bi-weekly at Ill inois Teachers College - Chicago (North), 5500
N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Lette, ·s to the editor must be signed. We ,_rve Ille
These comments speak loudly of an environment that encourages assuming the responsibility of let- right
to condense letters when necessarv. Ail published opinions are those of the Interim
editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.
such . unabashed disagreement. These comments speak loudly of the
ting the students know about their
tolerance of such open criticis\ll. Taken all together, these facts indiEditor
. .. .. .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . Vicki Logan
. . .. ..... . . ... . .. ... , . Charlotte Frost
cate that indeed our faculty and administrators are constantly search- Student Government. I welcome Assistant Editor
Club Editor . .
.. ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... Terri Mascolo
ing for the answers in providing a relevant and practical curriculum. criticism and hope that I along Columnists
Pat Brieschke, Frank Sesko, Diana Locaiio, Al Gagnon
Writers
John Hansen, Pat Brieschke, Elayne ,Landini
with the Senate can fulfill the Feature
Reporters
Linda Koser, Fran.< Collins, Dave Laske, Linda Luckenbach,
Admittedly it's great sport to join in the accepted ritual-admittedPatricia! Eithenold, Pat Dempsey, John Hansen, Dean Polachek,
wishes of the students.
Sandra Gordon, Danette Mahoney, Iris Podolsky
ly it's open-season all year~round on faculty and administration, howTypislt
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lois Polnl<off
Office
Manager
.
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Helen Wlsiinskl
ever it might be wise to save our fire until we establish the target to
Helen Wislinski
Advertising Manager . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ... . . . .. Kevfn McHugh
be stationary · and valid.
Photographers . . . . . . . .
. .... . EIieen Fo~ferko, Garv Stockman
President of the
Cartoonists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .Annette Puiizze, Joyce Shoemacl<er
C. F.
Student Senate
5-lsor . . .... .. .. .. . . .. . . . ..... .... . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .... . .. . .. ... .. . . ... E. M. Uebow
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Math Club

Spanish Club

The Mathematics Club of ITCC-N
met Thursclay, June 16, at 1 p. m.
No regular business was discussed
since the entire meeting was
turned over to Dr. John Cibulskis
who presented a highly illuminating lecture on EULER'S FORMULA. Dr. Cibulskis developed Euler's formula and its relation to
areas , edges and vertices of polygons, with further applications to
spheres and cubes.
Next meeting of Math Club is
scheduled for June 30. Watch for
Visitors are al-

Library Cases Show ·
Interesting Materials
Paper .Sculpture Displayed

Melinda Kovats, Alice Mohrma,n, Lynda Friedman, Elfie
Christiansen, and Mary Ann
Routson are among the l'TCC·N
students who will travel to
Mexico during the second

Adios ! Bue~ viaje !
In past years ITCC-N Spanish
students have been going abroad
individually for summer study and
work programs. This summer,
however, is the first time that a
sizable group of our students will
attend school in Mexico.
During the second eight-week
term this summer, ten students
will be enjoying the delightfully
~ i l d summer climate of one of
N~ex1co's most fas~inating cities
dating from the colonial period.
Guadalajara, Mexico's second larg• •_.......,,,;,..
· -;.~itv ·s rich in architecture,
murals, painting, sculpture, tile
and blue glass factories, potteries,
and native looms. Its folk songs,
music and dances are internationally famous.
Gualalajara offers varied forms
of amusement, band concerts, colorful festivals, plays and Mexican
rodeos. Guadalajara . is also well
known for its mariachis. Lake
·chapala, the largest lake in Mexico, is only thirty miles away.
While in Guadalajara, the group
of students will attend the summer
school .of the University of Arizona. This special program was
originated in 1953 through th£: initiative of several Stanford University professors to meet the needs
of American university students
and teachers desiring to study in
a Spanish-American country.
The university is fully accredited
and courses undertaken in Mexico
will be applicable to the Spanish
major program at ITCC-N. The
courses offered are appropriate for
many levels of proficiency in Spanish. They range in difficulty from
beginning language to graduate
l e v e l language and literature
courses. In addition, there are a
number of courses in Latin American history, geography and polltics offered in English for those
primarily interested in · the social
sciences.
While in Guadalajara, the stu-

eight-week term and attend
summer school i~ Guadalafara.
Read Spanish Club News for
details if you are interested
t-his tra,vel-study plan.

dents will live in private homes
with Mexican families so that they
will have close and constant contact with the languages and culture. The group will also occasionally take time from their studies Richard S. Prey, fifth semester
to take advantage of a variety of art major, opens a photography extours being offered by the Univer- hibit in the south library display
sity at Guadalajara.
cases.
The students include the followMr. Prey is showing both color
ing : Elfie Christiansen, Christine
and black and white prints in a
Dudek. Lynda Friedman, Eva Kaivariety of subject matter.
ser, Melinda Kovats, Alice Mohrman, Margaret Penna, Mary Ann Light, form, line, and composiRoutson and Jill Wagner.
tional interaction all take an acIn addition to the group at Guad- tive part in his work. The prints
alajara, three students are under- are generally characterized by
taking a similar program at the high contrasts, a shallow depth of
Universidad Interamericana in Sal- field, and strong compositional
tillo, Mexico. They are Linda unity.
Fries!, Carol Rotolo, and Therese
Mr. Prey's credits include two
Kotnour.
suburban exhibits, limited newsSince the approach to foreign paper work, all the candids for the
language learning at ITCC-N is second Beehive, TV workshop
audio-lingual stressing the develop- stills, Interim photographs, and
ment of usage of the spoken and three short motion pictures, inwritten languages in a normal cluding the controversial film,
m&nner, a period of study in a "The Tower," and "The Secret
Spanish speaking country is the World of Blandly Witty," a sateribest way . to really improve flu- cal of contemporary ideals.
ency. Perhaps even more important, foreign study greatly aids the The exhibit will remain through
development of an understanding July.
of the way of life and the people of 1-------------J
Latin America.
There are already indications
that an even greater number of
Spanish students plan to attend
school or to travel in Latin America next year. Various members of
the Spanish teaching staff are also
making phms for foreign travel
and study and hope that this will
serve as an even greater motivation for their students.
Foreign travel or study need not
be very expensive if your plans
are made early • and carefully.
Therefore, the Spanish DepartWe are now p·rogramming our
ment suggests that you start planthird improved se,iH of Datening and saving your money now.
line Electronic Research, proDon't be left out of this exciting
g,ammed for women oges 18
lo -45 , ond men 1 8 lo 55 . The
experience! ! !

Student Exhibits
Photography

Basic techniques used were those
illustrated with the black and
white charts shown in adjoining
south cases. In addition , students
viewed a film "Designing with
Paper," by Harford. Only two
lessons were necessary to complete this class project.
This paper sculpture project has
been very successful and satisfying for students. It has been written up for the art magazine "Arts
and Activities" published by our
school.
(From time to time , the INTERIM will attempt to keep you posted
as to the different materials displayed in these library cases.)

Beehive

IS COMING

MEET YOUR
'PERFECT
DATE!
great response to ser i es one

Mammoth Cave Trip
Planned for July 16-17
A trip to the Mammoth Cave
area in Kentucky is scheduled for
July 16-17, (Saturday and Sunday)
for Dr. Kiang's class, Geography
of Anglo-American. A chartered
air-conditioned bus will leave 7:00
A. M., Saturday, from the ITCC-N
campus, and will arrive back here
late Sunday evening. Round-trip
bus fare is $15. Over-nite stay in

The display cases outside the library always contain interesting
and imaginative materials. Recently you might have been intrigued
with the intricate paper forms on
display, and you might also have
wondered what they represented
and who created them.
These paper forms were the
work of Mrs. Clarice Hallberg's
Fundamentals of Art (sections 03
and 22) . The class art project was
the exploration of a 2-dimensional
sheet of paper. Through the study
and use of its characteristics, the
paper form was changed. The results were those creative pieces of
paper sculpture displayed in the
cases.

the federally supported hotel near
the caves is $2-$3 per person. A .
miiximum of 38 people can be accommodated for this trip. At the
present time there are a few vacancies left for faculty, students
and guests. If interested, please
call Ext. 258, or Room 324. After
5:00 p. m., call 577-0982 for details
and reservations.

I, two has created a need lo,
continuous matching . A new

expanded program with enrollment. fee reduced to $3.00
for adults ages 18 to 27, and
$5 .00 far adults ove, 27 .

s.. d Fe,

Teur Questian1irt Ttday llo OWigatien, SITictost (onfidt11<t

Name

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
6:30

Tuesday, July 5
Orchesis
Student Senate

10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.

Gym
AllO

Thursday, ·July 7
Math Club
Orchesis

1:00 P.M.
1:00 P .M.

B117
Gym

Tuesday, July 12
Orchesis
Scholastic Magazine Exhibit

10:00 A.M.

Al25
Dl13
B117
Gym
All3
Gym

P .M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P .M.
P.M.

Gym
Library

--

NATIONAL TEACHERS; EXAMINATION
Efficient preparation for the October NTE can be your key
to professional and financial success
NINE WEEK REVIEW begins July 30

Address
City

Thursday, June 30
French club
LSA
Math Club
Orchesis
Republican Club
PHC Fun-Night

State

Zip Code

DATELINI ILICTIONIC
IHIAICH INC.
P.O. lex 369, Chlcege, IH.
60645
Fer Add. Inf• Cell 271-3133

Saturday Classes
Phone or write for free information

. CHICAGO TEACHERS REVIEW
19 South LaSalle Street

RA 6-0739

-
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Book Review

Weather Word

Showers Expected
On the 'Fourth'

Camus' Theme of
Aloneness .. •

by Jeff Provus

I'll make it short because it
won't be sweet. There will be about
a 70% chance of rain to occur on
Monday, July 4, 1966. Showers and
thunderstorms may break out at
almost any time during the day.
One consolation might be the warm
temperature reading of plus 83 degrees. The 4th will be the worst
day of the 4 day weekend (July 14).
The following predictions were
made on June 20 and cover the
period from June ' 30 through July
13, 1966.
June 30 will end the month
very pleasantly. Temperatures will
. b Jus
· t above 81 degrees under
cI1m
sunny skies.
The statistics for July 1966 follow:
Temperatures: 76.5 degrees (.9
degrees above) .
Precipitation: 3%" (.13" above) .
· st a t·1s t·1caII y th e warmes t
J uIy 1s
month in Chicago. This July will
be ra ther hot a t t1.mes ., Mos t of th e
.
heat will occur in the early and
middle parts of the month. Except
at least 3 days to be 90 degrees or
more! One day may near the century mark!
J uly 1966 will begin about the
same way June finished. Temperatures on the 1st will be above 83
degrees.

~Announcement
Students)Vho have not pi~~ed up
their papet s from Dr. Ellis SHP
III of last trimester can pick them
up in her office C-318 on Friday,
June 30, from 1:00 to 4:00 p. m.
· - - ~This will be the last opportunity to
:.-,,-pick up your papers.

l%½WB%7~;;:~*%~(:J.'.,i.i_l !::.
·i!j

r

DEADLINE

~~L~o6;~

.,.,.

The thermometer will riise slowThere is a trend today among
ly on the 2nd and 3rd. Partly sunnovelists to reject the classical
ny skies and temperatures hover. forms that are usually associated
ing near 85 degrees will exist on
with a successful novel. It would
both days.
are pictured. The lonely cumulus therefore be senseless to criticize
Rain will occur on the 4th and cloud is in the lower right hand some of our modern novelists from
5th. Heavier amounti; will prob- corner. The altocumulus clouds a frame of reference. Albert Camably fall on the 5th. Cooler weather are. the smaller little puffy white us' novels belong to that select
can be expected after the rain clouds covering the remainder of group of works of art which can
ends.
the sky.
only be criticized farily from the
Very excellent outdoor work or They can occur in isolated patch- author's own sense of values.
play weather will grip the region es or parallel bands, and they
during the period of J uly 6th range from 6,500 feet to 20,000 No author, no matter how esotthrough July 8th.
feet..
eric his ideas may be, can ignore
South to southwest winds will What happened in June 1966 and the aspect of trying to communibring in the heat on the 9th. loth, the final June percentage will be cate a universal to his audience.
and 11th. Due to rather humid and in the next article.
A universal is any idea or feeling
· a thun dershower may - - - - - - - - - - - - - • w h i c h the author himseU has exunst able air,
develop at almost any tiime. TeroConstitution Exam perienced, which can be commuperatures will soar above 87 denicated to anoth er person.
grees over all the ciity on at least
Exam Given
Oddiy enough , one of the recurtwo of the three days! (Ah! the The Constitutional Examination ring themes in
• Camus' works lS
•
beach!).
·
will be given at ITCCsN on
the feeling of aloneness which his
The clouds will empty them.
xh.b. I •
Ch"
d
"th
JULY
7TH,
1966
characters contmual1y e i it.. t lS
1
se1ves on
1cago an on e1 er
the 12th or 13th. The thunderAT
ot th at th ey are physically alone.
t
th t f
b h
1:00 P. M.
hey seem to be functioning in a
s orms a orm may e eavy
IN
ocio-cultural environment. But in
and severe at times (some floodROOM D-104
actuality, they are operating -under
ing is possiible) . Strong winds and
TIME REQUIRED·. 1 hour
set of self integrative motiives.
maybe some hail could accompany •r---------------------------1
the storm.
Many times the sky is composed
of two or more different types of
clouds. The picture in this article
shows such an occurrence. Both
altocumulus a nd cumulus clouds
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
can teach you

WANT TO READ FASTER?
Triple Your Speedl

ST UDENTS!

Find out about groups be ing formed at ITC-CN
at a DISCOUNT RATE!

Work 4 hours per day
Mon<»y th rough Friday

As Parcel Loaders
$2.8.5 per hour
If you are over 18 years of
a.ge and can work these hours,

apply at ·

UNITED PARCEL
:SERVICE'

I ':d~~:;;;;;:.:T.

Contact Miss Levine at check out in Library
or call Miss Hertz, CO 7-2507

From society's point of view, they
can be criticized as acting rationally or irrationally, morally or immorally, altruisticly or selfishly
etc. From their own frame of reference, their actions can be
viewed as being physical reactions
to a physical environment. Man's
relationship with his fellow men.
becomes one of reacting to various
individuals as if they were extensions of the physical environment.
Exile And The Kingdom is a collection of six excerpts from Camus' lonely existential world.
In the episode entitled "The
AduHurous Wife" a middle-aged
woman. who fears growing old,
comes face to face with the existential world. Realizing the truth
of existence, she loses her fear of
death and returns to the "real"
world. She can now live without
hope and anxiety, for she now
knows what · the future holds for
"her."
The question i·s being asked today, "Is God dead?" Camus has
another question. The following is
f;,·.,m "The Growing Stone."
"I used to be proud; now I'm
alone. But just tell me: has your
good Jesus always answered you?"
"Always .. . no, Captain! "
"Well, then?"
The cook burst out in a gay,
child like laugh.
"Well," he said, "he's free, isn't
he?"
Exile And The Kingdom by Albert
Camus. 213 pages. Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc. 1958.
Dean Polachek

I ~::p~e/~~ail~: '. ,~: :~:.:r: : ~: 1: ~: ~: ~:~~ :i::.:·:::~: .,
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:r~~:::e: 1C~Jo~c:~:~~e:J h~~:. c~~~a:o~:n:i~1~o~pt~r!
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five wlll be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
a,d alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating ·to be exciting and
highly acceptable. ·
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

,·,,_i.::_'
,
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This Maze May
Amaze You or
Amuse You or
Confuse You !

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Parle Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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DO HMEUAODAROLOCNORDROFTRAHTESLO
NI 0TFANGROLWXTUIRUOSSIMINNES0TA
OL SFFT S ESOSATOKADHTUOSGORARROAV
UNITEOSTA TES OFAMER1cARPN~SAELTA
ACEGRIHATUKHMMOQSUTNonREVHW 1 SOR
DNALSIEDOHRIYAACUEGEIKM~O~PWRT~

CARSONCITYFNNDLEIFGNIRPSDIFE~j~
UNOTNERTWYBGLIDGNORTHCARolINAf~
KMOQCONCoRDTOSSUE~NYBDAEILLOEUA
AAUAINOACFYO~OFOWONTASfLT£LLENI
T~CXTCE ·NNOCNNNSRMNLOPEFOIALOSAS
L80LYHP1AESOLAINAVLYSNNEPFNNSGI
AIBHULOC~AGTL8~0MOREG0Nc~SOTEI~
NCNTVBBOYNITSUATPOCLAJPUNA~RNHO
TSO~THCAROLINAMASSAtHUSETTSANCL
ADOFLORI~AD~VEN6HONOLULUTSUVEIO

ENOR..Tr\DAKOTASEWEIEHARR1 S81A.R.GTMA
NOTSOBMEIINOTSELRAHCHALLEGOTSRN
EPQ~LOCCXPTLW~SAEYTICAMOHALKONO
8 SIN DI A N A Po LI ST We AC NH EA A. T 6 SR. CO Z ,
RlKETSMPDKVINNVMONTPELlERSTAI~I
Ax~YREMOGTNOMQ~~~BAN~~AOLPT~XT~
SPRHLRCOLUMBvSROTNEMcRCASTASEEA
KGANELEHWAITSSGRA~RANKrORTrlMRT
AALABAMAArNIGRIVERRMNSIRRA~BWSF
rRNYNREQDESMOINESOIOEOFTSANTEFE
HKGSFNENISNOCSIWOMCH~LOPQRKNNNA
SAKSALAIIAWA~TALLA~ASSEcA~REoPL
ZNO~VSTPA~LERFTWSUMLVSXINECHPAN
2SHTKCPROVIDc~~eNSOKcNTUCK~~TOO
IA~GNISNALST~YANAT~oMoDELEWARET
4SDA~AL~TAINDIANAADENVEROEcRSEE
HGIELARMELASFYG~K~PINARYLANDOE5

588-9365

588-9850

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
Tune-up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash • Tires • Batteries
Towing • Complete Road Service

SPECIAL: Air Condition Your Car 5225 & Up Inst.
Complete Air Conditioning Service on all factory and after units

4000 WEST PETERSON
CHICAGO, _ILL
Bring your car in on your way to school.
We'll drive you to school and pick you up when your car is ready
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Folk Festival A Success

Mary and Gary . ..
The Brethern give . . .

Folk Festival Audience on a lazy summer afternoon . ..

M ary and Gary performing at ITCC·N's first Folk Festival.

Brethern's view of audience . . .

From the reaction to this
Concert we don't seem
to be suffering from
Student apathy - If
the ?ctivity is Folk Music.
We hope the Student Senate
will have another Festival - Soon.

Faculty and students are an in·terested audience at ITCC·N's
first Folk Festival.

